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Abstract—This paper describes ongoing research to harden
the lower part of the software stack, normally not covered by
existing software-based fault-tolerance mechanisms. I discuss a
combination of four techniques to harden the operating system
kernel against hardware faults: resilient data structures, asynchronous checks, restartable OS services, and message protection.
I present initial performance results for resilient data structures
and message protection. The hardened operating system is the
base layer for additional techniques like resilient I/O and resource
management, a resilience-aware OS/application interface and
exception handling, and usage of possible hardware extensions,
which are briefly discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on software-based fault-tolerance systems, which are based on COTS hardware. Figure 1 illustrates
one possible setup. The left half of the figure is state-of-theart. At the lowest level there is the operating system (OS)
kernel. On top if it, there are OS services and fault-tolerance
mechanism like replication [5] or checkpoint/restart (C/R) [4]
to protect applications.
Application-level fault tolerance mechanism uses functionalities provided by lower layers. For instance, C/R implementations use operating system functionality to restart a crashed
process and use storage or network functionalities to store and
reload checkpoints. A replication manger (RM) needs at least
a reliable voter. For resource management or to communicate
with other applications the replication manager uses different
OS services [5].
More generally, common application-level fault tolerance
mechanism relies on the underlying software stack, which
is known as reliable computing base (RCB) [6]. The RCB
typically consists of hardware components as well as parts
of the operating system and runtime layers. Because a fault
within a replication manager or a C/R library affects the faulttolerance of the protected application these functionalities also
belong to the RCB.
In my work, I focus on the RCB. Even if an application
level fault is more common, because of higher resource usage,
a fault within the RCB is more critical. In the best case a bitflip
only affects one application, but a fault at kernel level or inside
any OS service compromises the whole system. While already
presented fault-tolerance techniques rely on a RCB, different
methods are necessary to protect the RCB.
Research challenges: This paper investigates software techniques to harden the RCB against transient and permanent
hardware faults, to provide a fully protected software stack.
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Fig. 1. Fault-tolerant system design. The green boxes are already hardened,
but relys on the red part. An asterix indicates advanced techniques not yet
available.

Section III starts with the protection of the lower layer. I
analyzed an existing system (L4/Fiasco.OC) and developed
a first prototype which includes resilient data structures and
protected communication paths. The second part of this paper
covers the whole RCB. The right half of Figure 1 illustrates
an extended design, to protect further RCB components.
Section IV describes methods to protect drivers as well as
OS services.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Compiler-based fault-tolerance techniques like SWIFT [7]
or AN-Encoding [8] works independently from an underlying
software stack. SWIFT works at the instruction-level and
adds redundancy and control flow checks into the instruction
stream, but works only for single-threaded applications. ANEncoding uses arithmetic codes to detect errors. Because of
the high encoding overhead, AN-Encoding is used to protect
small but system critical components like a replication voter
which runs on top of a fault-tolerant operating system [9].
Hoffmann et al. [9] compare techniques to harden a static
and a small dynamic embedded real time OS against soft
errors. In my work I will use a more powerful dynamic
system which provides support for multiple address spaces.
CuriOS [10], EROS [18] or Minix3 [11] are already used
for fault-tolerant systems. CuriOS [10] provides an enhanced
protection mechanism to minimize error-propagation between
clients and provides C/R. EROS [18] enables system-level
checkpoints and performs a whole system restart after a crash.
Minix3 [11] is focused on software bugs inside device drivers.
Otherworld [21] is designed to reduce the downtime after a
crash occurs inside the Linux kernel. It installs a backup kernel

III. K ERNEL H ARDENING
To reduce error propagation within the RCB my work
relies on a microkernel design, in line with previous work
([10], [11], [18]). An OS kernel is the lowest layer and a
failure in it affects the whole system. In a microkernel-based
system OS service runs like an application. A fault within
one system does normally not affect others. In contrast to
previous work I am focusing on protecting the kernel itself.
For evaluation I use L4/Fiasco.OC [12] a third generation
microkernel. Nevertheless, the presented mechanism can be
used to protect other RCB components like a replication
manager or a C/R library as well.
To test the robustness of L4/Fiasco.OC and to identify starting points to increase its robustness we inject more than 200
million faults during the execution of L4/Fiasco.OC. Figure
2 illustrates a subset of the results for core functionalities
of L4/Fiasco.OC. Around 50% of the bitflips are masked
and have no effect on the execution. Corruption of kernel
data structures often leads to a system crash, whereas a fault
injected during communication leads to silent data corruption
(SDC). Timeouts come from the test setup, because we stop
the experiments after a certain point.
A. Resilient Data Structures
Because many crashes come from corrupted data structures
(e.g. thread states, scheduling contexts or resource mappings),
they should be encoded to detect and repair bitflips during
runtime. To identify vulnerable data structure we repeated the
fault-injection experience with assertions enabled. Around 30
% of the previous crashes triggered an assertion, indicating a
corrupted kernel data structure. Even if the results from the
assertion runs are not fully trustworthy, because some parts
of the code include more fine-grained assertions than other
code sections, they give a good indication which corrupted
data structures leads to a system crash.
One fault-prone code section is the inter process communication (IPC) path. It is used for information exchange between
applications as well as to call kernel functionalities. A lot of
assertions are triggered within this path indicating that the state
of the sender or receiver is broken. The state is represented
with a bitmap, a typical data structure within an OS. A single
bitflip changes the state and may also result in an invalid
combination of set bits.
The first idea was to reuse the aspect oriented approach
from Brochert [13], which was not possible, because existing aspect weavers [14] do not support state-of-the-art
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during system boot, which is called after a system crash and
uses the crashed system state as checkpoint.
Borchert et al. [13] presented an aspect oriented approach
to protect OS data structures. An object can be protected by
adding a checksum or replicating the class members. Before
accessing any of the class members, a consistency check
is performed to detect data corruption. Their approach is
usable for most parts of the RCB, but fails for low-level code
(like hardware initialization, OS entry/exit) usually written in
assembly language.
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Fig. 2. Fault-injection experiments with L4/Fiasco.OC. Each bar illustrates
one experimental setup and covers a basic microkernel functionality.

software techniques like templates in C++, which are used by
L4/Fiasco.OC. To make my approach also reusable, I started
to develop a library which provides resilient data structures.
The library already supports different bitmap implementations, including Hamming encoding, double modular redundancy with checksums (DMR) and triple modular redundancy
(TMR). A first evaluation shows that TMR has the lowest
performance impact, but the highest memory overhead. The
execution overhead for Hamming encoding is more than
one magnitude worser than TMR, because the encoding is
fully implemented in software. The DMR implementation
benefits from hardware support to calculate the checksums
and therefore its performance overhead is closer to the TMR
implementation.
In the next step I will add support for pointer-based data
structures (like linked list or trees) which are common data
structures within the RCB. I will reuse the work from Aumann
and Bender [15] and Jorgensen et al. [16], who analyzed
resilient linked list and priority queues.
B. Asynchronous Checks
Memory scrubbers scan the memory periodically, to detect
memory corruption at an early state, to minimize errorpropagation. Memory scrubbers can also reduce overhead if
a fault is detected and repaired before the memory is read
within the normal execution path. Hwang et al. [17] identified
drawbacks of existing hardware-implement memory scrubbers.
Existing memory scrubbers have a low impact on detecting
faults, because ECC can only repair single bitflips and the
scan rate of around one GB per hour is too low.
I will take these drawbacks into account and develop a
software-based memory scrubber, which is based on two
different methods. The first one uses the previously described
data structures by validating the checksum or comparing
redundantly stored data. The second one is more complex
and uses OS-specific knowledge. For instance, a thread cannot
be in the ready list while waiting for an external event.
With a higher scan-rate and superior detection and correction
opportunities, I assume to overcome the disadvantages of
hardware-implement memory scrubbers.

this means resetting all clients. To avoid a global reset, I will
use a logging mechanism to avoid information loss between
the last checkpoint and the crash of the service.
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Operating systems traditionally optimize for speed when
managing resources and mitigating I/O accesses. In order
to improve fault tolerance I aim to make reliability another
optimization criterion by replicating device drivers and I/O
and making resource management aware of the underlying
hardware platform’s dependability properties.
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Fig. 3. Runtime overhead for different IPC protection mechanisms.
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Fig. 4. Repeated IPC252 fault-inject experiments from Figure 2 with different
protection strategies.

C. Protecting Messages
The fault injection experiments from Figure 2 show varying
silent data corruption for each experiment. A detailed evaluation showed that most of the SDC comes from the payload
of IPC messages. Because the number of processors and the
corresponding interconnection network increases, I assume an
increased fault rate during communication. To detect corrupted
messages I use checksums. I include the network encoding
functionality inside the system’s software to make it transparent for the application avoiding expensive rewrites. Figure 3
shows the overhead of encoded IPC messages and Figure 4
the influences on the SDC.
D. Restartable services
A fault within one OS service can crash the whole system,
because a mandatory functionality (e.g. memory management)
is not available anymore. A corrupted service normally does
not influence other service, because a microkernel isolates the
different components. But, without any recovery mechanism
for a single service a whole system restart is necessary.
In my work, I will reuse existing C/R approach like CuriOS
to restart services. In contrast to CuriOS I will enhance the C/R
functionality to enable restartable OS services. Reloading a
server often requires a reset of its clients to ensure a consistent
system state. For core components like memory management,

Existing device driver specific techniques mainly consider
software failures [11], [19], [20]. Developing a hardwarefault resilient driver, raises additional challenges compared to
application level fault tolerance. For instance, many read and
write operations cannot be repeated, because they affect other
systems or have a different result.
I will use replication to overcome the problem that a broken
driver performs faulty device access. The replicated driver
works like a replicated application. The replication manager
compares I/O accesses and performs or denies them. Therefore, a fail safe design for the replication manager is necessary.
Because a fault can occur at any time the vulnerability window
between checking the replicated state and performing the
hardware access should be minimized.
B. Resilient Resource Allocation
A fault at a specific memory address increases the fault
probability for related memory cells [17]. Hence, the resource
allocation strategy affects the reliability of higher level fault
tolerance techniques. In my work I will consider the results
from Hwang et al. [17] to create a resilient allocator taking the
interferences between different memory areas into account.
C. OS / Application Interface
Software fault tolerance mechanisms are mainly perapplication. The OS has probably more knowledge about
broken hardware, but has no application knowledge. Therefore,
I will rework the OS interface with reliability in mind. For instance, after detecting a memory fault, the OS should notify all
applications which have allocated probably affected memory.
An application specific fault handler has more knowledge to
detect and repair a fault (e.g. checking checksum, recalculating
or reading the data from the hard disk).
The OS can use hardware mechanisms to detect corrupted
memory. If an application uses checksums or replication, it can
also detect faults. To use this information, the OS needs an
interface to communicate this knowledge from the application
to the OS.
D. Resilient-aware Exception Handling
Exceptions are often interpreted as bugs and the application
is terminated. Taking hardware faults like bitflips into account,
we should change this behavior. For instance, if a page fault
occurs and the corresponding memory is not allocated by the

application, this may indicate a bitflip. An application can
provide a handler which is called after the page fault to check
the memory address.
Data corruption within the kernel can result in a kernel
panic, stopping or rebooting the system. Like Otherworld, I
will avoid a system reboot, but I will trigger a consistency
check to bring the kernel into a consistent state and continue
execution.
E. Hardware Extensions
Bitflips in hardware based data structures like page tables,
or interrupt vector tables, can lead to non-recoverable failures.
To detect and repair errors in this data structures a changed
hardware design is necessary. Nevertheless, the software can
perform periodic consistence checks to detect faults before the
data is used.
I will further investigate how I can use existing mechanisms
like Intel machine check exception to react on a hardware
fault before a crash occurs. Other techniques like instruction
pipeline fingerprinting [22] can be used to check for correct
instruction decoding and handle a pipeline error within the
RCB.
V. C ONCLUSION
Current fault tolerance approaches often protect only the
application code and rely on an RCB. Within my PhD I will
investigate software methods to protect the RCB. The result
will be a software stack that provides detection and recovery
from hardware faults at all levels.
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